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The Situation
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With all the focus on minimizing water use, one might wonder why lakes continue to
appear on many new golf course projects. Often, the reason is the lakes are serving a
function other than a strategic or decorative aspect relating to the golf course itself:

Abacoa was developed in the late 1990s as a mixed-use development on 2000 acres on the
western edge of Jupiter, Florida. Included in the development is a golf course, designed
to retain effluent water in a reservoir located between the golf course and an “island”
residential development.

Retention lakes are used to collect runoff from the fairways. Planted with vegetation
that uses up the excess fertilizer, these lakes ensure the course remains environmentally
neutral to surrounding areas while adding wetland habitat. In dry areas of the country,
this habitat can prove especially valuable during periods of drought. These types of
lakes can also be designed to retain storm water.
Detention lakes are used to regulate rainwater from winter storms so as to reduce
potential flooding through areas located downstream of the golf course. This use
is especially valuable when the golf course is located between large watershed areas
upstream and populated areas below. These lakes work by allowing excess flow to
be held on the golf course so it can be discharged in a controlled fashion.
At Whistling Rock, located in the mountains just east of Seoul, Korea, the approving
agencies required separate systems for both retention and detention serving three
distinct drainage areas. A total of fourteen lakes were mandated, eight serving as
retention ponds to insure the site remained environmentally neutral and six serving
as added detention basins to control flooding during the monsoon season through the
village located below the site. The challenge for the design team was to incorporate the
lakes into golf course plan in the size and locations dictated by the agencies while fully
integrating them into the site so as to appear entirely natural in a mountainous setting.

The Approach
Two entirely separate drainage systems were required: drainage on the fairways was to
be provided by a underground piping system to static retention lakes; drainage of the
natural areas and the surrounding watershed was to be provided by a series of surface
streams to a second set of lakes designed as detention basins. These two systems had
to be separate as one was not allowed to flow into the other; however with a series of
visual tricks and well-disguised dams and barriers, the two systems were expected to
appear as one and look entirely naturalized within the site.
The design
solution controls
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storm events

The Solutions
In the picture above, the lake is part of the central detention system for the site.
The stream begins as a dry creek acting to convey storm water flow from the upper
watershed. It appears to flow into an upper pond (not pictured) acting as a retention
lake, but this lake is static and bypassed by the creek. At what appears to be the exit
point on the upper lake, a recirculation pump from the lake below cascades the water
during dry periods. A close look at the lower lake shows it to be depressed – there is
a full meter of detention capacity, which is controlled by a weir hidden under a cart
path bridge. The fairways are irrigated on the project using a modern state of the art
irrigation system to minimize water use; however, drainage in these areas are picked
up and directed to other static retention lakes. As static ponds, the retention lakes
insure the site remains environmentally neutral by also detaining water from the
fairways during storm conditions. While the site’s detention system serves to retain
six million gallons of water from the surrounding watershed, when combined with
the retention system, the site regulates over 14 million gallons during a storm event.
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The practices used to provide
this control can be equally
effective on many flatland
golf courses in other areas
of the world when potential
downstream flooding can
be an issue.

How does a golf course designed as part of a
planned community positively impact water
usage in a mixed-used development?
The Approach
Treated effluent water is received
from the Loxahatchee River District
into one of the lake systems on the
course. Excess storm water is controlled
by a weir on the 13th hole and flows
into a mitigated wetland “slough” before
entering the community drainage system
downstream. Approximately 20 acres of
connected lakes are lined to function as
a reservoir for the effluent. The pumping
system for the community is located on
the course.

The Solution
The retained effluent is tapped
for irrigation water for the golf
course and for all green space
in the community, including the
landscapes of the community’s 2,500
homes, the town center, a university,
common areas and a spring training
baseball complex. The design helps
to maintain consistent water levels
in the lakes, providing an aesthetic
benefit to surrounding residential
development. 100 percent of the
irrigation needs of the community
are covered by the water retained
in the reservoir.
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